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Improving the Homeownership Loan Retention Process
The South Carolina State Housing Finance And Development Authority's mission
is to promote and provide safe, decent, and affordable housing for the citizens of South
Caro1ina. l The Authority has five flagship programs to address the state's affordable
housing needs: 1) Mortgage Revenue Bond Program, 2) Low Income Housing Tax
Credits, 3) HOME Investment Partnerships, 4) South Carolina Housing Trust Fund, and
5) Section 8 Rental Assistance. Our vision is that all South Carolinians have the
opportunity to live in safe, decent and affordable housing. Since 1971, the Authority has
provided over $2.6 billion in housing assistance to an estimated 72,879 South
Carolinians. The Authority is a self-sufficient agency and does not receive a direct
annual State Appropriation.
The Authority has financed over $1.55 billion first mortgage and down payment
assistance loans under the Mortgage Revenue Bond (or MRB) program. The
Homeownership Loan Program represents the single largest housing investment category
of the Authority.
The Authority generates funding for the Homeownership Program through the
sale of tax-exempt bonds. Proceeds from the sale of bonds are used to finance below
market interest rate loans for first-time homebuyers. The Mortgage Revenue Bond
Program is one of several investment components of the state's annual Private Activity
Bond Ceiling. The State Budget and Control Board allocates cap to the Authority
1 South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority, Mission Statement (1996).
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enabling the issuance of Mortgage Revenue Bonds. The bond allocation process is
competitive and is awarded on an annual basis by the Budget and Control Board.2
The Authority's Homeownership mortgage loans are originated through private
mortgage lenders. Banks and mortgage companies originate mortgage loans, on the
Authority's behalf, to income eligible individuals and families. The Authority has been
funding mortgage loans since 1979. The program is available statewide and has
household income restrictions and home sale price restrictions that vary by county and
household size (See exhibit 1).
Since the programs inception in 1979, the Authority has funded over 34,000
loans. All of these loan files must be maintained for the life of the loan plus three years.
Most of our loans have a 30-year mortgage, making our record retention requirement a
maximum of 33 years. Record retention requirements are established through approved
record retention schedules developed in accordance with section 30-190 of the Code of
Laws ofSouth Carolina, 1976, as amended. The Archives and Records Management
Division of State Archives prepares retention and disposition schedules for financial
records of state agencies. It also provides a timetable that will allow agencies to dispose
of records of non-permanent value regularly and legally. A records retention schedule
shows the length of time the records should be retained and indicates their final
disposition.3 The record retention schedule for Homeownership mortgage loans is
attached. (See exhibit 2).
2 South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority, 2001 Housing Production and
Economic Investment Report (March, 2002), p.ii.
3 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, General Records Retention Schedule for Financial
Records of State Agencies, p. 3.
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One of the Key Issues and Strategies of the Authority's Strategic Plan is to
continuously improve our processes by simplifying procedures and reducing paper
handling and storage through the use oftechnology.4 The intent ofthis project is to
evaluate the current Homeownership mortgage loan retention process in order to identify
a cost-effective way to improve the quality of the permanent record and to decrease the
amount of time from loan funding to permanent file availability and increase user
accessibility. A project plan to document the current process and explore alternative
options for the loan file retention process was outlined (See exhibit 3).
The Homeownership Division consists of three departments: loan purchase, loan
administration, and loan servicing. Original mortgage loan files are currently retained in
the loan purchase department until final recorded documents are received from the
originating lender. Then each loan file is separated into two parts: A small file
containing the original note, mortgage, assignment, title insurance policy, flood
certification, plat, and other documents to be retained in paper format for the life of the
loan (called "Split File") and a large file containing most other loan origination
documents to be microfilmed and destroyed. Currently the "Split File" is filed by loan
number and retained in the Loan Administration Department for the life of the loan. The
portion of a purchased loan file to be microfilmed and destroyed is filed by purchase date
in our Loan Administration Department for seven months after the date of purchase and
then is sent to a third party vendor for microfilming. The files to be microfilmed are sent
in batches. Once the microfilm is received back from the vendor, the microfilm roll
number and blip for each file is entered into our computer loan-tracking file of each loan
for indexing and retrieval purposes. After the microfilm is inspected to insure '
4 South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority, Strategic Plan, 1996.
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completeness of coverage, legibility of content and adherence to technical quality
requirement, the vendor is authorized to destroy the documents (See exhibit 4). Our
current vendor for microfilming is Data on CD (formerly Imagemax ofSouth Carolina).
Our contract (See exhibit 5) expires on May 30,2003. The last batch contained 180,341
frames (pages) to film. This batch consisted ofloans closed November 1, 2000 through
November 30, 2001. After this batch was sent for filming a process change was initiated
to sent one batch per month at seven months from the date ofpurchase.
A written survey was sent to the 21 staff members of the Homeownership
Division (See exhibit 6). The questionnaire was complete by 18 staff members. Of the
staff that uses the microfilm files (12), the clarity of the files was rated from fair to
illegible. No one rated the clarity as "very clear." Of these same 12 employees 6 said the
filing system was clear and easy to use and 6 said the filing system was not clear or easy
to follow. The reasons given were poorly organized, the book currently containing reel
numbers is not set up in a user-friendly manner, the current system looses track of the file
between approval of final documents and the film completion process. A file may be in
one of five places or be off site with the vendor being filmed. 50% of the users find the
system confusing and timely to use. Tracking down a file is very difficult. These users
find the microfilm files difficult to read and outdated.
Two individuals also commented that microfilm was the only option approved by
State Archives for retention of records classified as non-permanent records with an
established retention of more than ten years. These comments prompted a call to State
Archives to clarify retention requirements. I spoke with Al Fowler, Records
Management Consultant with the State Archives. He stated that optical images for
5
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records to be retained more than 10 years is allowable as long as the guidelines are
followed to sample the records periodically to be sure the images are readable and
compatible with upgrades in computer system. He also directed me to their web site
@www.state.sc.us/scdah. The State Archives web site is very comprehensive and
contains current record management and preservation requirements. Public records
information leaflet no. 13 Public records stored as digital images: policy statement and
recommended practices (2001 revised) outlines the procedures for maintaining non-
permanent records with an established retention of more than ten years in a digital
imaging records system and disposal of the originals (See exhibit 7).
A team was assembled to meet with our current vender to assess alternative record
storage options. The team consists of Matt Rivers, Director of the Homeownership
Division, Todd Elrod, Program Coordinator responsible for scheduling with the
microfilm vendor, and myself. We met with Tom Chase, General Manager ofData on
DC. He is encouraging the Homeownership Division to upgrade our record retention
process. The current process is to scan documents and then convert imaged documents to
microfilm. Data on CD also supplies a duplicate roll of microfilm to State Archives. The
vendor just filmed 34 rolls of microfilm for us. These records are still on their computer
system waiting for approval to destroy the paper records. At this meeting Mr. Chase
agreed to also provide these loan files (approximately 1,326 files) to us on CD for an
l-
additional fee of $300, and at no charge to supply the software necessary to index and
read the files for a thirty-day trial/test period. Loan number indexes the files imaged in
CD format. This software can index by multiple fields (name address, date of purchase,
ect.). A cost analysis (See exhibit 8) of microfilming verses CD format was also
6
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provided. The cost to continue our current process and to also get the files in CD fonnat
adds an additional expense of$.0070322 per frame. A few pages of the same file on
microfilm & CD are printed to demonstrate the significant difference in quality between
CD/electronic fonnat and microfilmed documents (See exhibit 9). The advantages of the
CDs over microfilm are: loans are indexed by loan number rather than microfilm roll and
blip making files much easier to locate. With the CD/electronic fonnat a user can locate
a loan file DC number from his workstation. The appropriate CD is then inserted in the
computer disc drive and the loan file is retrieved. This provides rapid retrieval of files
and the print quality of a DC file is much better than the print quality of the same
microfilm file. Also the lengths of time files are off site with the vendor and unavailable
is decreased.
The survey, a review of State Archive requirements, and a meeting with our
current vendor indicated a need to upgrade our current loan file record retention process.
Our existing microfilm reading machine is old, microfilm loan file indexing and record
retrieval process is confusing to users, record quality is poor, and records are unavailable
for long periods of time when they are sent out for microfilming. The microfilming adds
extra steps for the vendor therefore increasing the time the files are unavailable.
The team agreed to explore implementing changes in a three-step process: 1)
Replicate existing process/ archive system solution 2) Storage on flow basis 3) Full
workflow process solution. An additional goal is to use compatible software ifpossible
for loan tracking and pennanent loan file retention.
Our Current Vendor sent a written proposal for purchase of software to
read files in CD/electronic fonnat. The Authority has the hardware required to run the
7
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software on our network for access from all workstations in the Homeownership
Division. The Authority purchased two "seats" providing two workstations the ability to
access files at the same time. Cost is $800 to purchase and $8 per month maintenance.
The first 15 months maintenance is free (see exhibit 10). The software was installed on
all workstation in the Homeownership division during the weeks of September 16-27,
2002. At the present time we will store loan files in CD/electronic format and microfilm
format. This completes step one ofthe project to replicate existing process to achieve an
archive system solution. The Homeownership Division is currently conducting a
divisional workflow process analysis. The remaining two steps of the loan record
retention process assessment: storage on flow basis and full workflow process solution
will be evaluated once the Homeownership Division's process review project is
completed.
8
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MAXIMUM HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND MAXIMUM ACQUISITION PRICE
BY COUNTY AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE
JULY 18, 2002
Maximum Family Income Limit Maximum Purchase Price
COUNTY Small Family Large Family New Construction Existing Houses
1 or 2 persons 3 or more persons
Non-Targeted
Aiken 46,600 53,590 149,371 112,855
Anderson 48,700 56,005 132,426 111,423
Charleston 45,000 51,750 160,302 160,302
Greenville 48,700 56,005 140,531 130,669
Greenwood 45,000 51,750 103,632 100,685
Lancaster 45,400 52,210 103,632 100,685
Lexington 51,100 58,765 126,496 118,338
Oconee 45,000 51,750 133,983 136,774
Pickens 48,700 56,005 131,247 112,134
Richland 51,100 58,765 129,366 118,656
Spartanburg 48,700 56,005 128,373 113,151
York 57,100 65,665 146,331 121,449
,
Targeted
Barnwell 58,080 67,760 126,661 123,060
Beaufort 64,080 74,760 195,150 195,150
Berkeley 54,000 63,000 192,248 135,372
Cherokee 58,440 68,180 131,687 105,682
Clarendon 54,000 63,000 127,685 127,685
Dorchester 54,000 63,000 192,248 135,492
EdQefield 55,920 65,240 126,661 123,060
Fairfield 54,000 63,000 149,886 129,184
Florence 54,000 63,000 164,491 140,439
Georgetown 54,000 63,000 195,150 195,150
Horry 54,000 63,000 174,314 146,995
Jasper 54,000 63,000 128,246 129,622
Kershaw 54,000 63,000 132,875 142,515
McCormick 54,000 63,000 167,647 167,647
All Others 54,000 63,000 126,661 123,060
*Small Family 1 or 2 persons in household
Large Family 3 or more persons in household
"Housing South Carolina Is Our Business"
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~ South Carolina Deplrtment of Archives and HistoryDivision of Archives and Records Management, APPROVAL OF RECORDS RETENTION SCHEDULE
In accordance with provisions of Title 30, Code of Lows of South Carolina, 1976, Sections 30-1-10 through
30-1-140, as amen,ded, the attached Records Retention Schedule is submitted for approval. This schedule
supersedes any previously approved schedule for these same records series.~
l'ARTI
Agency
SC STATE HOUSING, FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
FINANCE
MORTGAGE FILES
RECORD GROUP NO. 172
I certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in the disposition of its public records and hereby ap-
prove the attached Records Retention Schedule. The schedule meets aI/legal and audit requirements and
the records have no further administrative, fiscal, or legal value to this agency after the expiration of the
prescribed retention periods. Records series included in this approval are numbered:
e5l/OJ7 / 9e:1"
Date
002962
~~~kmth1
Signature of A~~~sentative .......
PART"
Department of Archives and History
Title
The records listed in the attached Records Retention Schedule have been evaluated by this department for
their management, research, and permanent value and are approved for retention or disposal as described
i~;;;j;:e. t:~ ... .
r Date ent ofArChi~istorY
PART III
State Budget and Control Board
The attached Records Retention Schedule is approved.
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/ (;) South Carolina Department of Archives and History RECORDS
Division of Archives and Records Management RETENTION
. ~ SCHEDULE
s.c. STATE HOUSING. FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
FINANCE
002962 MORTGAGE FILES
Description
Record group Number: 172
Records of mortgage loans administered by the agency under the Single
Family Mortgage Purchase Program. The records include the original
mortgage and assignment. the mortgage insurance/guaranty certificate. a
copy of the mortgage notc. the original title insurance policy. delivery
certificates. Certificate of Eligibility, Seller/Borrower Affidavits.
appraisal. 'credit documents. a copy of the sales contract. a copy of the
borrower's application and a copy of the recorded plat.
Retention
Paper records: Until mortgage ceases to exist. destroy.
Microfilm: 33 years. destroy.
Supersedes: SHA-F-28
FEB 2 8 1002
ichedule Approved - __..-........
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CPM Project Management Plan
Improving the Homeownership Loan Record Retention Process
Task
Submit research proposal
Project Management Plan (Gant Chart)
Document current process
Document current cost
Document record retention requirements
Input from Users
Options available with current vendor
Alternative storage process
Compile data
Draft on project data due 10-30-2002
Analize data & make recommendation
Draft on project findings due 12-04-2002
Final CPM Project Report due 1-22-03
Due Date
Gant Chart See p.9 Memory Jogger
Jun.Q2 Jul.Q2 Aug-02 Sep.Q2 Oct-02 Nov-02 Dec-02 Jan-03
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Exhibit 4
Work Flow Analysis of the Current
Homeownership Loan
Retention Process
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Dept/Name Section: Dept/Name
Loan Purchase/ Split File Process
Altrena Dozier
Influx of work General Task Description Output work to:
from:
Christine Willis 1. Separate completed files into a split file and a file for microfilming Split loan file
completed 2. Remove Staples
final doc file 3. Throwaway miscellaneous documents
Split loan file 1. Forward split files for filing in Loan Administration Todd Elrod
2. Forward files for filming to Loan Administration
,
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How to separate completed files
SPLIT FILE (to be enclosed in a legal folder without fasteners)
Colored sheet (underwriter check sheet) colored sheet (final docs check sheet)
Request for detennination of eligibility for purchase (SF022)
Mortgage insurance certificate (FHA Loans) or PMI Certificate (conventional loans)
Copy of 1st mortgage note & 2nd mortgage note
Plat - condos won't have surveys
Notice ofpotential recapture tax on sale of home (notarized copy) none for bond series 1 & 2 files
151 Recorded Mortgage and Recorded Mortgage assistant (originals)
Tax exempt financing rider or due-on-sale SF-044
Assignment of Mortgage and assignment ofMortgage Assistance
Title insurance policy w/schedules
Flood insurance certificate
Attach label with full 11 digit Single Family # on outside of file
Throwaway
Letters from Emily or Christine requesting final docs
Second set of pictures
Unnecessary appraisal infonnation
2nd set of commitment letters
Incorrect notes
Fax cover letters that do not have necessary infonnation
File to be filmed (to be in a legal folder without fasteners or staples)
Remaining items are to be microfilmed and destroyed
Write full 11 digit Single Family # on a letter size sheet of paper to be placed in front of file.
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Dept/Name Section: Dept/Name
Sherri Loan Administration/Split Files Page 1
Influx of work General Task Description Output work to:
from:
Loan Receive files to be micro-filmed. Sherri's Office
Purchase
Loan Receive split files. Top of Active File
Purchase Cabinets
Microfilm File Add 90 + days to QC Purchase spreadsheet. QC Purchase
Spreadsheet
Todd/Sherri File microfilm files into retention cabinets Retention
Cabinets
Todd/Sherri After 7 months, Inventory/ ship to microfilm Todds Office
Todd/Sherri File split files into active file cabinets. Active File
Cabinets
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Dept/Name Section: Dept/Name
Lisa Loan Administration/ Microfilm Inventory Page 1
Influx of work General Task Description Output work to:
from:
AOD Systems Run SF Sel Crit report SF.RPT
SF.RPT Import to excel spreadsheet
spreadsheet Manipulate data to required format Portfolio
Special ist/REO
Specialist
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Dept/Name Section: Dept/Name
Todd Loan Administration / Microfilming Page 1
Influx of work General Task Description Output work to:
from:
Lisa Brewer Obtain electronic list of loans that were purchased seven months earlier. Excel Software &
Printed Report
Todd/Sherri Inventory Loans Working Copy of
Printed Report
Excel Software Print shipping manifest and send electronic copy via e-mail to vendor. Printer &Vendor
Working Copy Ship Loans Vendor
of Printed
Report
Vendor Receive microfilm rolls, hardcopy of manifest &electronic copy of Todd/Lisa/
manifest. Microfilm Notebook
Hardcopy Verify Accuracy Microfilm
Manifest Information file
Microfilm Release form to vendor for the hardcopy loan files to be destroyed Vendor
Information file
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Dept/Name Section: Dept/Name
Loan Administration/ Update Microfilm Number Page 1
Influx of work General Task Description Output work to:
from:
AOD Systems Run applicable Sel. Crit. Report on AOD Servicing System Disk File
Disk File Import to excel spreadsheet Worksheet
Excel Open existing Microfilm Number spreadsheet Excel
Worksheet Copy new worksheet data into spreadsheet Serv Ref
Spreadsheet
Serv Ref Run Excel Macro to update spreadsheet/formulas Serv Ref
Spreadsheet Spreadsheet
AOD Systems Open "Update Microfilm Number" on SF AOD Systems
AOD Systems Update AOD macro with new microfilm number data from spreadsheet AOD Macro
AOD Systems Compile and run AOD macro AOD Systems
AOD Systems Verify random loan numbers from initial listing for accuracy AOD Systems
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104 Vantage Point Orlve
cayce, SC 29033
Phone; (800)849-4701
Fax: (803)739-4714
Web Site Address; WWW.dataoncd.CC1m
Fax
To: ~~ ( Yo./b04·_·_Fro_m:---lb---'6:JJ;i;.e::::::-....=.~~ _CO--=-~~~_r__
Fax: d. 5 .2. <0 ~ "'S ) P..ges:
Phone: f)~Lf- ::>c I<.0 Date:
/y f~mpOJ)+- '-.::-rom.e <'1 ee:
rV: "5 '('l.. ~QI'\~c.t=
t'\.Urgent 0 For Review 0 Please Comment I:J Please Reply o Please R*cycle
• Comments:
C\Lo..tu 'I./.) ~ ~. r 0 -tt
~~~~.
~ ~V~.
~.
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:EPOR"r ~il:. OPP4:l0R 1
,UN DATE ~ C4/09/98
lOST ING OUE: ~lJ).L2fL
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFfICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA, SC 29201
NOTIF~CATION OF CONTRACT DETAILS
DESCRIPTION : MICROFILMING
CONTRACT TYPE : SINGLE AGENCY - TE~M
CONTRACT PERIOD: 05/01/96 - 04/30/2003
THE ABOVE DATE REFLECTS THE MAXIMUM CONTRACT PERIOD.
SEE TER~/OPTION CLAUSE IN ~ID FOR INITIAL PERlbO.
t
1
CONTRACT VENDOR CO-OP
NUMBER NUMBER PRoel
;800168001 0075013 N
TERMS: 365 DAYS ARO
MINIMUM ORDERS: $ .00
VENDOR NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER
23-2927062 V
IMAGEMAX OF SOUTH ):AROLINA
104 VANTAGE POINT DRIVE
CAYCE SC 29033
(803) 739-4705
APK 3 "t...
IElIVERY: ALL ORDERS TO BE SHIPPEO F.o.e •. DESTINATION
IkuERS= AGENCIES WILL fiilER ACCO~DING TO THEIR REQUIREMENTS.
BUYER: DAVID WARREN,
MATERIALS MANAGEMEN FFICE (803) 737-0631
REQUISITION: 200001238
HOUSING FINANCE & oev AUTHORIT
919 BLUFF ROAD
COLUMBIA, SC 29201
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Uata ~" 'I (:1)
If,~ VilnlilUC Ie ell L'I'.
CillTC. SC ~)()IMAGEMAX
4 VANTAGE POINT DRIVE· CAYCE, SC 29033 • (803) 739·4705
S813
SC HOUSING FINANCE & DEY AUTH.
919 BLUFF RO}),I)
COL~ffiIA, SC 29201
1007238
I··', ,.- S' HOUSn;C; FINl01CE ,:< DEY AUTH.C ':. BLUFE' PO.tl.DO~ :JJHBIA, SC 29201
TICKET# 21577 - JOHN REJ
EOX# 1 THRU 9, ROLL 180 -
LOAN FILES
FRAM FRAHES
(SER001 )
ROLL ROLLS HICROFILHED
(SER003)
D215 DIAZO DUPLICATES - 215FT
(SER006)
PREP DOCill!ENT PREPAP...WION
(SSR012)
PROC ROLLS PROCESSED
(SER013)
183
19510 1951(? 0 'l\ 38.460 TH 750.35
I
,I
4.00 4.0( .00 T .000 ~ .0!a
i
I
4.00 ~.e'-:· .00 L .000 RL .0fJ
I I,27.00 27.'2.L,) .00 i~ H).000 Hrt 270.0'21I
I
I
4.00 ';'.0,z, .00
r
.000 RL , .00
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I,
Please Note:
Invoice changes are temp:>rary.
If you have any question
please call (803)739-470;,;
This bill and all futuro b'lIs'o '
are payable only to:" , 8, ... aS5!gnec to, C'NI"!:?C C/ E::"C
CAPITAL FACTORS, INC.
P.O. BOX 025522
MIAMI, FL 33102.5522
To whom pr:)mpt nc';"'Pl mu ......~ :
returns and any cla;ms b;- ".- g·'len of an~ md....:na~':: ~~
shortages. non'deli'/:='~ Off,9••dISPU~9S whett,er to',a::;.::-=: ~ ..
I - • fIIIWt'S or a~'j c!.~,er clai!,'
I
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Our door is always open and our phone number is 704~841-8404 and we
encourage your comments.
We encourage you to view our Website at www.dataoncd.com.Itis in the
midst of an update. We hope to meet you personallyan~o your needs
and meet them.
The staff in Cayce is energized by our presence in the company and together
we have years of microfilm experience. We strive for excellence while giving
you unequaled service you can depend on.
PAGE 04
()ata ~n (;()
DATA ON CD
1()4 vantaQe Vc;llnt [)r1ve Cayce, §C :lOOn
Tel: SOl • 739 - 4700 Fax: @j()J - l.lCl • 4714
sales@dala()ncd.(;()m
8037394714
Our company has been making CD-ROMs since 1991. We have extensive
experience in the areas of data archiving, data transfer from tape, film or
mainframe to CD~ROM, document management consulting, computer~based
training (CBT) programs, computer-based scanning and CD~ROM solutions,
networking information on CD-ROM for small departments and corporate-
wide or Internet access for multi~nations companies.
We have tried to anticipate some questions that you might have about Data On
CD and ImageMax, therefore we are including materials for your review.
Data On CD purchased ImageMax clients in the Carolinas and Georgia and
the production facility in Cayce, SC. ImageMax is a public company and the
ahiti1y for us to contact you in advance about this transition was not possible.
For that we apologize.
We are aware of others reporting the demise of ImageMax or other less factual
comments regarding our new position. We look forward to keeping your
business and earning your respect. We have included a partial listing of
clients and assure you that our presence is strong in North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia and we are becoming stronger.
11: 00
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For Imr xliate Release For More Information, please contact
PR~99-01 :> Dona.ld Effren
Chief Operating Officer 704-841-8404
Steward Scher 704-841-8404
Director of Business Development
e-mail sales@dataoncd.com
January 2 ,1999
Data ( n CD Announces the purchase of ImageMax customers in
the Carolinas
Charlotte _'lC7 JanuAry 21, 1999 - Sheryl Effren, CEO of Data On CD, a regional
consultir company providing solutions for document management and archival of data,
has pure: sed the customers, equipment and South Carolina production facilities from
ImageMc .- a national document management solutions provider, based in
Conshot';ken, PA
This acqt .'iition allows Data On CD to provide additional services to its present customer
base thac '; concentrated from Atlanta to Arlington, VA. The Charlotte location will
bring m "; CD-ROM based solutions to ImageMax's microfilm- based clients.
6.
4.
7.
5.
New ser· '.::es include:
1. c'tworked information stored on CD-ROM to LAN, WAN or Internet access.
2. ()nversion of microfilm to CD-ROM for automated retrieval without special
t;ttipment.
3. r :dlities Management Programs for outsourcing records room automation
,thout the investment in hardware and personnel.
jde~formatdocument scanning (as provided to the Joint Chiefs of staffat the
'utagon this past year) and medical x-ray scanning for quick access and safe
.:rage on CDwROM.
'msultinz services for the design and implementation of hardware, software
: ld other services not previously available from the ImageMax locations in the
'.rotinas.
)mplete scanning hardware, software and networkinz sa.les and leasing,
_lrdware and software service and support by in~house personnel.
\teractive Computer Based Traininz (CBTI Programs. Topics include sexual
Nareness Training and Testing, New Employee Orientation and Audit Testin.z
:ograms.
Data O~~~D is a woman-owned business started in Charlotte in 1994 by Donald and
Sheryl E ten. Data On CD now employs over 65 people in two states, providing services
and soh .jns to customers in 18 states and 24 countries.
© 1995 :}a On CD
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Partial Client List
[)ata ~n f:[)
AT&T ABC News Allied Signal
American Red Cross Bank of Columbia Bank of America
Baptist Medical Center B} Workman Memorial Blue Cross Blue
Shield
Carolinas Hospital CNN Continental Genel'al
System Tire
Duke Hnergy DuPont Engineering GeOl:'getown Steel
Henredon Furniture Hilton Head Hospital Hoechst Celanese
Interstate Johnson Lane Lance Inc. Lexington Memorial
Liberty Life Michelin Tire Corp Moses Cone Hospital
NC County Agencies Orangeburg Medical Center Pentagon - Ooint
(9) Chiefs of Staff)
Providence Hospital SC State Agencies (18) Toumey Regional
Medical Center
USC - Office of the US Military Academy at Union Camp Paper
Registrar West Point
Clients in the 18 states as indicated below:
o January, 1999 Data On CD
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Microfilni Equipment Sales
• Readers
'" Readers/Printers
'" Scanners
'" Cabinets
CBT (Computer-;Based)
Training Programs
• sexual Awar~Il~S
Training Prozrams 4
'" New Employee '
Orientation Programs
Software
'" Database
'" Scanning
'" Networking
'" Training and Testing
• Bar-code
Convert paper t,o film
Migrate data from old
software to new
CD-ROM Duplication
(1-100,000 copies)
Enzineerinz &. Wide Format
SCa.tlIlin.g to
CD~ROM
Records Management
Prozrams
YZK Safety and Back-Up
ProZrams '
© 1999 Data On CD
Products
Microfilm Supplies
• film' '
• Developer
• Toner
'" Parts
CD-ROM Solutions
'" Writers
• Software
'" Blanks
• JukeBoxes ~ Towers
'" NehVorked storaze
Confidential 'Records
Destruction
'" At your location
• At Qur location
Services
Convert Paper'to
CD~ROM
Convert data from one
program to ~nother
Tape data to CD-ROM
Litigation Services and
Support
Consulting
Disaster Planninz and
Disaster Recovery
Sexual Awareness
(Harassment) Programs
Uala ~n (:()
Scanners Solutions
• PC-Scanner and
Software Package
'" Scanners
'" Scanning Software
Data Solutions
'" COLD
• Back-Up hardware
'" Internet access '
solutions
E1l$ineerinz &. Wide
Format Scanners
'" Blade/white
'" Color
Convert film to
CD-ROM
Bring lezacy data to PC
database solution
Facilities Management
for Records Rooms
Custom Computer
Programs for Client
Solutions
facilities Mana.,gement
for Records Rooms
Traini.n$ and Testing
Solutions
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire Summary
1. Usage
2. Clarity of microfilm
3. Occurrence of file unavailable
4. Is filing system clear & easy use
Comments:
Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 1 2 7 6*
Very good Fair Poor Illegible
0 9 2 1
Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 3 7
Yes No
6 6
Would prefer on-line use, would be easier access &easier to read.
Reading microfilm makes me feel carsick.
Current system looses track of file between final doc approval & completion.
The file could be in one of five places including off site being filmed.
Tracking down a file can be very timely & frustrating.
Book containing reel numbers is not set up in a user friendly way.
I always ask for assistance.
I find microfilm very confusing & timely to use.
I believe there are much more efficient alternatives.
State records & retention requires microfilm for storage.
It is my understanding that microfilm is the only approved record retention
method for long-term storage, other than keeping the paper.
* These surveys did not answer questions 2-4
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
----------------
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Public information
leaflets from
the Archives
Public records information leaflet no. 13
no. 1 Legal requirements for microfilming public records (1992)
no. 2 On choosing records for microfilming (1992)
no. 3 Service bureau or in-house microfilming (1992)
no. 4 Targeting and certification ofmicrofilm (1996 revised)
no. 5 Choosing a microfilm camera (1992)
no. 6 Quality testing ofmicrofilm (1992)
no. 7 Microfilm and microforms (1992)
no. 8 Choosing a micrographics service bureau (1992)
no. 9 Choosing microfilm readers and reader/printers (1992)
no. 10 Computer assisted retrieval systems (1992)
no. 11 Microfilm storage (1992)
no. 12 Preservation microfilming (1992)
no. 13 Public records stored as digital images: policy statement and
recommended practices (2001 revised)
no. 14 Storing records in the State Records Center (1993)
no. 15 The deposit ofsecurity microfilm (1993)
no. 16 Disaster preparedness and recovery in state and
local government records offices (1993)
no. 17 How to conduct a records inventory (1993)
no. 18 How to establish records retention schedules (1993)
no. 19 Photographic media (to be announced)
no. 20 Editing and splicing roll microfilm oflong-term or archival
value (1994)
no. 21 Managing e-mail (1998)
no. 22 Standards for microfilm service bureau certification (1996)
no. 23 Sample e-mail policies (1998)
no. 24 Storage and handlingguidelines for maintenance of
electronic records oflong-term or enduring value (1998)
no. 25 Preserving evidence: recommended practices for creating
and maintaining legally-admissible records on automated
systems (1999)
*All these leaflets are available electronically through our WEB
page at www.state.sc.us/scdah
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Public records information leaflet no. 13
Public records stored as
digital images:
policy statement and
recommended practices
South Carolina Department
of Archives and History
Archives and Records
Management Division
Policy statement The South Carolina Department of Archives and History placed
this policy into effect on 24 January 2001. It supersedes the
policy placed into effect on 10 March 1995
Purpose
This policy clarifies the position of the South Carolina Depart-
ment of Archives and History regarding the use of digital
imaging technology for the maintenance of public records. as
defined by Section 30-4-20 (C) of the Code ofLaws ofSouth Caro-
lina, 1976, as amended.
Authority
Sections 30-1-80 through 30-1-100 of the Code ofLaws ofSouth
Carolina, 1976. as amended. prOVide the authority for the
establishment of this policy.
Scope
This policy statement applies to the records of all public bodies
as defined by Section 30-1-10 of the Code ofLaws ofSouth Caro-
lina, 1976. as amended.
Statement
To ensure accessibility. reduce the risk of premature disposi-
tion. and preserve records of permanent (archival) value. the
following policy is established for the disposition of public
records stored as digital images.
This polic,y does llot supersede existing federal, state, 01' Ioeallaws alld
rt~gulationsthat require the maint{maIll·t~ofpublie recordiS and
documents in a prescribed fomUlt.
1
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2
Records with
an established
retention of
ten years or
less
Non-permanent
records with an
established
retention of
more than
ten years
State and local government officials can maintain public records
that have an established retention of ten years or less in a digital
imaging records system and can dispose of the originals after
receiving authorization from the South Carolina Department of
Archives and History.! If the records are vital records, a security
copy should be stored off-site in a secure location.
State and local government officials can maintain non-perma-
nent public records with an established retentionZ of more than
ten years in a digital imaging records system and dispose of the
originals provided they:
1. maintain security copies of the digital records and indexes in
off- site storage.
2. migrate and convert both the working and security copies of
the digital records and indexes either every ten years or sooner
if access to them is no longer possible because the digital imag-
ing records system has been upgraded or changed.
3. sample both the working and security copies of the digital
records and indexes at least once a year to make sure the data is
still readable and recopy immediately if loss of information is
detected.
4. obtain an authorization for disposal of original records in
advance from the South Carolina Department of Archives and
History.
Tho~'e110t able to e11sure l'Ompli.wce with 1-4 for the estabJisbed
rete11tion period must retain a paper record or a microform tbat meets
state standards. 3
'Retention values must be established through approved records retention
schedules developed in accordance with section 30-1-90 of the Code ofLaws of
South Carolina, 1976, as amended.
2Ibid.
3Microfilm should meet the state standards set out in "Quality Standards and
Practices for the Microfilming of Public Records" (Regulations 12-200
through 12-203, Code ofLaws ofSouth Carolina, 1976, as amended.)
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IPermanent records
Transfers to
Archives
Non-transfers to
Archives
Recommendations for
the selection and use
of digital imaging
records systems
Public records information leaflet no. 13
Records of permanent value that are scheduled for transfer to
the South Carolina Department of Archives and History and
maintained in digital imaging records systems will be authorized
for disposal only after a paper record or a microform that meets
state standards has been transferred to the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History.4 Records transferred to the
Archives must include appropriate indexes or other finding aids
that will provide access to the information they contain.
Records of permanent value that are maintained in a digital
imaging records system but not scheduled for transfer to the
Archives can be disposed of provided state and local government
officials comply with 1-4 above.s
TllOse not able to ensure C011lpliallCe Witll 1-4 above 11lust retain
pt!rnUlJ1eJlt~y fl papep pet:opd or fl 11liCpo[orlll that 11leet!. state stan-
dards. fi
If the original medium for the records is digital-as it is, for
example, with the procedural or transactional recording of
deeds-we highly recommend the generation and permanent
retention of either paper copies or microforms that meet state
standards.7 If paper or microform copies are not generated and
retained for such records, state and local government officials
must give the Archives written certification of their compliance
with 1-4 above before using the digital imaging records system.
The Archives recommends the use of the following guidelines
for the design, selection, and operation of digital imaging
records systems. These guidelines will help you produce records
4Retention values must be established through approved records retention
schedules developed in accordance with section 30-1-90 of the Code ofLaws of
South Carolina, 1976, as amended. Microfilm should meet state standards as
set out in Quality Standards and Practices for the Microfilming of Public
Records (Regulations 12-200 through 12-203, Code ofLaws ofSouth Carolina.
1976, as amended)
5 Retention values must be established through approved records retention
schedules developed in accordance with section 30-1-90 of the Code ofLaws of
South Carolina, 1976, as amended.
6"Quality Standards and Practices for the Microfilming of Public Records"
(Regulations 12-200 through 12-203, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as
amended) ,
7Ibid.
3
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and copies that will be acceptable in legal proceedings; they will
enable you to maintain and retrieve information in ways that
will meet your statutory obligations and operational needs as a
records custodian; and they will help you respond to requests
from the public. These considerations are important, particu-
larly for records that must be kept either for a long time or
permanently.
Legally-acceptable records
management program
To ensure the acceptance of government records as legal
documents-including those stored in digital imaging records
systems-they should be maintained and disposed of as part of
a legally-acceptable records management program. To conduct
such a program you should:
• include every record and all reproductions on records reten-
tion schedules that describe each record adequately and define
its retention period and manner of disposition. These schedules
must be approved by the Archives. They are of two types:
Specific schedules
These schedules are written for records that are unique to a
particular agency, office, or jurisdiction. They may list the
different physical forms of each record separately-paper,
magnetic tape or disk, microfilm, optical disk, CD-ROM, and
so forth-because each form may have a unique use, value,
and retention period.
General schedules:
These schedules cover categories of records that many offices
and agencies have in common. They usually do not specifY
particular physical forms. When you use general schedules,
however, you must consider the various reproduction and
storage requirements the records' physical forms will dictate.
• carry out records retention and disposition procedures system-
atically as part of the regular course of business.
• maintain the documentation that supports the development
and implementation of retention schedules.
• dispose of records regularly when their retention period has
expired, either through destruction or transfer to an archival
repository, depending on which the schedule specifies.
4
Other legal considerations Government offices and agencies must maintain data in digital
imaging records systems according to the terms of the South
Carolina Freedom of Information Act (Sections 30-4-10 through
30-4-11 0 of the Code ofLaws ofSouth Carolina, 1976, a's
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Selection and use of
digital imaging records
systems
Public records information leaflet no. 13
amended). This act categorizes records as either restricted from
or open to the public. Other laws applicable to particular
governmental jurisdictions, functions, or records may also
require you to restrict certain information.
Your procedures should protect all records from unauthorized
access and allow access to open records. They should also
ensure that digital images of your records are created only in
the normal course of business.
Digital imaging records systems require hardware (equipment)
and software (computer programs) to retrieve and translate
information into an eye-readable form. Because the digital
storage medium is impermanent, you must select a system and
operate it in a way that will allow you to retain and retrieve
information over time as hardware and software change and
the storage mediums deteriorate.
Since few nationally-accepted standards have been set for
digital imaging records systems, the Archives' Division of
Archives and Records Management offers the following recom-
mendations. These represent generally accepted principles and
practices and address issues of concern. In the changing techni-
cal environment, they will help you keep your records acces-
sible and your programs in conformity with changing national
standards.8
Planning for conversion
Before you purchase a digital imaging records system, analyze
your records and workflow to evaluate the way you are keeping
and using records. If you do this first, you will know what sort of
record system will increase your efficiency and effectiveness.
You should also conduct cost benefit and risk analyses to justify
your purchase. Your cost benefit analysis must include an
annual expense of 20 percent of the purchase price for train-
ing, upgrades, maintenance, and storage.
System documentation
To maintain an effective operation and continue to retrieve
8This subject is discussed in detail in The Use ofOptical Disks for Public Records
(Association for Information and Image Management. Technical Report for
Information and Image Management- The Use ofOptical Disks for Public Records
[ANSI!AIIM TR25-1995] (Silver Spring, MD: AIIM, 1995), and Part 2:
Acceptance by Government Agencies [ANSI!AIIM TR31-1993. R1999].
5
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data as your operating environment changes over time, you must
keep full documentation of:
• hardware and software, including brand names, version num-
bers, dates of installation, upgrades, replacements, and conver-
sions.
• data structure and content, including the file layout and data
dictionaries.
• .. enhancement" algorithms.
• operating procedures, including methods for scanning or
entering data; revising, updating, or expunging records; index-
ing; backing up to disks, tapes, microfilm, etc.; testing the
readability of records; applying safeguards to prevent tampering
and unauthorized access to protected information; and carrying
out the disposition of original records. In addition, you should
provide audit trails by documenting procedures for logging and
tracking. Full documentation of your operating procedures will
contribute to the legal acceptability of your records manage-
ment program and will help make the data you produce in
digital imaging records systems admissible as evidence in legal
proceedings.
Hardware and software
• When you are selecting a system, strongly consider those with
open rather than proprietary designs; open systems will give you
the most flexibility when you are choosing equipment and will
support interconnection, the integration of information systems,
and information sharing.
• Prepare specifications for hardware and software that will
require your vendors to continue to support and maintain their
products.
• Establish performance standards, incorporate them into your
specifications for hardware and software, and require vendors to
support them with a substantial performance bond.
• Select systems that provide enough scanning resolution to
produce a high-quality image that is at least as legible as the
original record. Validate the quality of the image by testing with
actual documents.
• Seek vendors who use standard rather than proprietary compres-
sion algorithms and file headers to make migrations of data more
certain and reliable. lfvendors use proprietary algorithms, they
must be able to demonstrate their capacity to bridge to standard
compressions and file headers.
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• Require vendors to supply programs or provide services to test
the readability of your digitally-imaged records periodically.
• Consider systems that will allow you to index or incorporate
other retrieval information directly onto both the digital image
recording medium and the computer hard disk.
Verification and inspection
Include visual inspection in your operational procedures to verify
the completeness and accuracy of the scanning process both in the
initial digitization process to magnetic media and when the
image is converted to the records storage medium.
Indexing
Since complete and accurate indexes are essential when informa-
tion is stored in a medium that is not eye-readable, your system
design must include provisions for indexing. To retrieve infor-
mation in records that will be held for many years, you must
develop and document indexes with both today's and
tomorrow's users in mind. You must also ensure the accuracy of
the index at the time it is created by including an index check
in your operational procedures.
Labeling
Label digital media, tapes, and other storage containers with
particular care since it is impossible to determine content
merely by looking at the storage medium.
Back-up and storage
It is vital to make full, frequent, and regular backups of digital
image media and magnetic indexes. Store your security copies in
secure facilities, preferably off-site, and follow the manufacturers'
specifications when environmental conditions for the storage of
the various types of digital image media have not been established
by independent bodies like the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Ifyou transfer images stored on magnetic
media to a digital image medium, you should back up both the
magnetic media before it is transferrred and the digital image
medium after its transfer.
Refreshment, migration, and conversion plans
To preserve the records in an accessible form, prepare an
appropriate plan for "refreshing" data and migrating and
converting images and corollary indexes to new storage media
as needed. When the retention period for records in digital
image media exceeds ten years, the Department of Archives and
7
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History strongly recommends their maintenance in eye-read-
able form for additional security.
Risk management
Develop a comprehensive risk or disaster prevention and
recovery plan.
8
For questions and
comments
Contact Tom Legge at legge@scdah.state.sc.us
or South Carolina Department of Archives and History
Archives and Records Management Division
8301 Parklane Rd
Columbia, South Carolina 29223
Telephone: (803) 896-6132
Fax: (803) 896-6138
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Burnside, Emily 4-2078
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
SCHOUSINGFILMCD
.doc
Elrod, Todd 4-2149
Friday, July 26, 2002 2:33 PM
Rivers, Matt 4-2127; Burnside, Emily 4-2078
FW: Cost Comparison
-----Original Message-----
From: Tom Chase [mailto:tom@dataoncd.com]
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2002 1:30 PM
To: Elrod, Todd 4-2149
Subject: Cost Comparison
Todd,
Attached Word document should help. I will call shortly to discuss if you
have time.
Thanks,
Tom
1
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COST ANALYSIS
FILM-CD
Based on Invoice # 12502192
FILM PRICING
180,341 FRAMES X
34 ROLLS X
34 DUPLICATE X
272 HOURS DOC PREP X
$.03846
$0
$0
$15.00
Subtotal
TOTAL
$ 6,935.91
$0
$0
$ 4,080.00
$11,015.91
$11,566.71
TOTAL COST PER IMAGE = 11,566.71 / 180,341 = .0641379
CD PRICING
180,341 FRAMES X
2,652 INDEXES X
272 HOURS DOC PREP X
15 DUPLICATE CD'S X
$.03846
$.15
$15.00
$20.00
Subtotal
TOTAL
$ 6,935.91
$ 397.80
$ 4,080.00
$ 300.00
$11,713.71
$12,299.40
TOTAL COST PER IMAGE = $12,299.40/180,341 = .0682007
CD PRICING AND SENDING A ROLL TO ARCHIVES
180,341 FRAMES X $.035
2,652 INDEXES X $.15
272 HOURS DOC PREP X $15.00
15 DUPLICATE CD'S X $20.00 =
34 PROCESSING X $15.00
Subtotal
TOTAL
TOTAL COST PER IMAGE = $12,834.90 /180,341 = .0711701
SUMMARY
$ 6,935.91
$ 397.80
$ 4,080.00
$ 300.00
$ 510.00
$12,223.71
$12,834.90
FILM PRICING
CD PRICING
CD PRICING AND SENDING A ROLL TO ARCHIVES
.0641379
.0682007 (+.0040628)
.0711701 (+.0070322)
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ICT/Data On CD, Inc.
104 Vantage Point Drive
Cayce, South Carolina 29033
(803)739-4705 phone
(803)739-4714 fax
BILL TO
INVOICE
SHIP TO
DATE
9/5/2002
INVOICE #
12502332
SC Housing Finance & Development
ATTN: Todd Elrod
919 Bluff Road
Columbia, SC 29201
SC Housing Finance & Development
ATTN: Todd Elrod
919 BluffRoad
Columbia, SC 29201
P.O. NUMBER
011966
TERMS
Net 10
REP
House
SHIP
9/5/2002
PHONE NO. ACCOUNT #
07-318
QUANTITY ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION
2 Software (I) PaperVision SQL seats
PRICE EACH
400.00
AMOUNT
800.00T
Finance Charges of 1.5% per month will be added to
all unpaid invoices 30 days past the due date.
REMIT TO:
ICTIDATA ON CD
1104 Vantage Point Drive
i Cayce, SC 29033
Thank You For
Your Business Subtotal
Sales Tax (5.0%)
Total
$800.00
$40.00
$840.00
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SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HOUSING FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR PURCHASE
REQUESTOR: Emily Burnside DATE: August 29, 2002 DIVISION: Homeownership
APPROVED BY:
Supervisor / Director: Date:
--..L...if------'---------
Director of Procurement:
----------------
Date:
-----------
Executive Director:
(When Applicable)
Date:
-----------
VENDOR NAME OR CATALOG SOURCE IF KNOWN: Data on CD
-------------------------
PaperVision SQL 2 seats 1 $800.00 $800.00
Tax:
TOTAL:
Shipping &
Handling:
$40.00
$840.00
Software to allow completed loan files that have been imaged to be viewed from computers
on our network. Maintenance for 2 seats is $8.00 per month. The first 15 months are free.
REVISED 8/98 EF
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
08/28/2002 16:59 18037394714 rCT DATA ON CD PAGE 02/02
August 28, 2002
Emily Burnside
South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority
919 BluffRoad
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
. Mrs. Burnside,
Thank you for your interest in PaperVision. SQL. The pricing that follows offers the
ability to load the software on as many computers that you see fit. By purchasing more
than one seat, you will be allowing multiple users to access the CD's at the same time.
The amount ofpeople that able to view the CD's at the same time is dependent on the
amount of'seats bought. Here is the pricing;
1 Seat
2 Seats
3 Seats
4 Seats
5 Seats
Software Cost
$' 400.00
$ 800.00
$1,200.00
$1,600.00
$2,000.00
'Maintance per 15 months (First 15 months Free)
$ 60.00
$120.00
$180.00
$240.00
$300.00
Ifyou need additional pricing on additional seats, please let me know.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to earn your business. If! can be ofany
assistance, please let me know.
Tom Chase
General Manager
ICTlData on CD
1-803-739-4705
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Mission
To promote and provide safe, decent, and affordable housing for the citizens of South Carolina.
Vision
Our vision is that all South Carolinians have the opportunity to live in safe, decent, and
affordable housing.
Values
Public Trust
We take responsibility for our actions and protect the public trust by upholding the constitution and laws of our nation and our
state. As guardians of public funds and resources, we will exercise competent and judicious management. We value integrity
and ethical conduct above all else.
Quality and Innovation
We are dedicated, committed, and competent public servants. We are visionary, creative, and open to change. We constantly
seek to improve our knowledge and ability to serve our customers. Professionalism, Quality, and Innovation are the hallmarks
of the Authority.
Employee Focus
We value our employees and treat them with dignity and respect. We ensure that our staff has the tools and training they need
to be successful. We recognize and reward them for their outstanding contributions to our mission. We empower them to
improve upon the systems and processes which they control.
Customer Focus
We strive to know and understand our customers and their needs. We respect all persons and value their diversity. We
continually seek ways to improve our service. We encourage and appreciate our partnerships.
[Homel [6JJ109.IityJ [p[ogram~ [Links]
Please e-mail anyquestionsorcommentsaboutthissiteto:webmaster@sha.state.sc.us
Copyright © 1996 SC State Housing Finance and Development Authority
All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
Site last updated on: 02/15/200208:44 AM 1ItS)
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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Strategic planning is a commonsense process that results in a statement of our strategic direction. The process does not
produce a detailed, step-by-step plan, but encourages teamwork and binds us together so that we all proceed with a common
understanding of values and vision.
This process, which required nine months to complete, began with a Management Team retreat in 1996, during which we
developed the values, vision, and mission statements that served as a foundation for the steps that followed.
A small team of six people guided the agency through the internal and external analysis phases. The team drew on the entire
agency for ideas. The Management Team was involved with each major step that was taken.
, second Management Team retreat was used to identify strategic issues and develop strategies to deal with these issues.
..:.very employee had the opportunity to review the major products produced during this planning cycle and make suggestions for
improvement. The Authority's Board of Commissioners reviewed the major products and voiced support for the entire process.
Key Issues and Strategies are reviewed and updated every two years.
Key Issues and Strategies
Issue 1.S1renglher::tQyrlIlJemaLEnvirorurrent
Issue 2. Make Effective Use of Information Technology
Issue 3. Maintain.Effective.Programs
Issue 4. Improve Community Relations
Issue 5. Continuou$ly..LI1JPLQ",eQYLPrOCesses
Issue 1. Strengthen Our Internal Environment
Strategies: ~
A. Maintain a clear understanding of financial position, including cash flows, and develop
contingency plans for market changes.
B. Improve communication channels.
C. Improve teamwork at all levels.
D. Promote and encourage problem solving at the lowest practical level.
E. Develop individual training plans for each employee.
Issue 2. Make Effective Use of Information Technology
Strategies:
A. Clearly define the role of the Information Technology Division and ensure Staffing is appropriate
for that role.
B. Develop a long-range plan for Information Technology, to include the hardware/software
environment to best serve the Agency. Position the Agency to take advantage of emerging
trends.
C. Provide key Agency information and services to the public via the Internet.
Issue 3. Maintain Effective Programs
Strategies: ~
A. Respond to changing political environment and related program changes with flexibility and
optimism.
B. Through NCSHA and other channels, keep abreast of how other states are operating and adopt
good ideas where possible.
C. Continuously review housing paradigms and trends and be open to new opportunities, even
though drastically different from historical approach.
D. Connect the housing mission with the State's overall goals in economic development and rural
development.
Issue 4. Improve Community Relations
Strategies:
A. Build and strengthen partnerships through education, training, recognition programs, and other
community-focused activities.
B. Work effectively through the media to promote Agency programs and initiatives.
C. Gain full support of our Congressional Delegation for critical Federal programs.
D. Develop a core constituency of affordable housing advocates in the General Assembly and
throughout the State.
E. Build local capacity for developing affordable housing through continued training and outreach
activities.
Issue 5. Continuously Improve Our Processes
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Strategies:
A. Simplify and combine procedures and forms.
B. Reduce paper handling and storage through use of technology.
C. Establish performance measures.
D. Design feedback mechanisms to track performance.
Please e-mail anyquestionsorcommentsaboutthissiteto:webmaster@sha.state.sc.u~
Copyright © 1996 SC State Housing Finance and Development Authority
All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
Site last updated on: 02/15/200208:41 AM
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In his inaugural address on January 19, 1971, then Governor John C. West pledged that "We can and we shall in the next four
years initiate new and innovative programs which will, in our time, provide adequate housing for all citizens of our State." Five
months later, the Bill creating the South Carolina State Housing Authority was signed into law.
The State Housing Authority was created by Act No. 500 on June 22, 1971. The powers of the Authority were vested in a
Board of Commissioners: the Governor and the State Commissioner of the Department of Health and Environmental Control,
'r their designees, and seven members having experience in the fields of mortgage finance, banking, real estate, and home
uuilding. The first Board of Commissioners was appointed and their first meeting was held in September of 1971.
Just a short year later, the first major housing program was launched. It was called the Basic Home Program and was
designed to demonstrate that a home could be built for in-between $7,500 and $13,500, without government subsidy, and
would be acceptable to low income households. These homes were first built in Beaufort, Berkeley, Colleton, Dorchester,
Jasper, and Lee counties.
The Authority's powers were expanded by Act No. 76 of 1977 to permit the issuance of bonded indebtedness to support
certain housing programs. The Act was signed into law by then Governor James Edwards. The first bond issue raised $75
million in mortgage revenue and the second raised twice that much. By law, all Notes and Bonds issued by the Authority
become special obligations of the Authority and not debts, grants, or loans of credit of the State of South Carolina, or any of its
political subdivisions.
Act No. 538 of 1988 officially changed the name of the Authority to the South Carolina State Housing Finance and
Development Authority. Also in 1988, Act No. 57 permitted the Authority to make home equity conversion loans.
In 1995, the Authority introduced its innovative "Stepping Home" program. This is a low interest rate (3%) home mortgage and
counseling program for persons currently in Section 8 subsidized housing. The Authority received national recognition for
establishing this program.
By law, the Authority's responsibilities are to investigate housing conditions; acquire, own, and lease personal property;
construct, reconstruct, and operate housing developments; and aid in planning and constructing housing for members of the
Beneficiary Classes. The Beneficiary Classes are individuals or families whose gross annual income falls within the low or
moderate-to-Iow income limits as defined by State and Federal legislation.
'oday, the Authority's programs have made housing affordable for more than 150,000 people. It has issued more than $1.1
billion in tax exempt bonds that provide financing for affordable housing without the use of any tax generated revenues.
Moody's and Standard and Poor's rate the Authority's Bonds AAA, and its loan portfolio is worth more than $500 million.
According to the National Council of State Housing Agencies, the Authority "ranks among the nation's most financially secure
and well-managed housing finance agencies."
The South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority is a self-supporting State agency and does not
rely on tax-generated funds for its operations.
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Introduction
The Archives and Records Management Division of the State Archives has prepared this general
retention and disposition schedule to give state government agencies the legal authorization to
retain and dispose of common financial records. The schedule lists the permanently valuable
records, which should be properly protected and transferred to the State Archives, and it also
provides a timetable that will allow agencies to dispose of records of non-permanent value regularly
and legally. In preparing this schedule, the Division consulted with representatives from various state
agencies.
Purpose
The schedule is designed to:
• give your agency uniform guidelines for the retention and disposition of common financial
records;
• make sure your agency retains for as long as necessary the records it will need for administrative,
legal, fiscal, and other uses;
• make sure your agency retains records for as long as state and federal laws, regulations, policies,
and procedures require;
• promote the cost-effective management of records;
• give your agency the legal authorization it needs to dispose regularly of its obsolete records.
Statutory authority
Section 30-1-90 (B) of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as amended, authorizes the State
Archives to promulgate, as state regulations, general schedules for records common to state
government agencies. On 25 June 1993, the General Assembly approved the financial general
schedule as Regulation 12-700 through 12-757. On 26 April 2002, the General Assembly approved
additions/ revisions to the financial general schedule.
Definitions of schedules
A records retention schedule describes one or several records series, shows the length of time the
records should be retained, and indicates their final disposition. Schedules are oftwo types-specific
and general.
Specific Records Retention Schedules-these schedules are prepared and approved specifically for
your agency; your agency's name will appear on these.
General Records Retention Schedules-these schedules are state regulations issued by the State
Archives and are published in the Code ofLaws ofSouth Carolina 1976, as amended. When a general
schedule applies to records already covered under a specific schedule, the general schedule will
supersede the specific schedule unless you wish to opt out of using the general schedule.
Special Provisions
Opting out-You may already have approved specific schedules that cover some of the same records
as the general schedule. If you prefer to continue using these specific schedules, the regulation
allows you to opt out of using the general schedule. The regulation will also let you opt out of using
general schedules if you wish to establish new specific schedules instead.
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Unique records-This general schedule does not list records that are unique to your agency. To
control the retention and disposition ofthese, you should refer to your specific schedules. Ifyou have
no specific schedules, contact your records officer. Ifyou do not know who your records officer is,
contact our State Records Analysis Unit at 803-896-6123.
Use ofthe State Records Center -The general schedule does not provide for records storage at the
State Records Center. You may, however, continue to store at the Center any records your agency-
specific schedules allow.
Confidential and restricted records-Agency records officers and records custodians should ensure
that confidential records are filed, accessed, and disposed of according to federal, state, and basic
records management requirements. If you transfer a restricted record to the State Archives for
permanent retention, you must state clearly that it is restricted, give the reason for the restriction,
and show how long the restriction applies.
Exceptions to minimum retention periods -This general schedule establishes minimum retention
periods for the official copy ofyour agency's records. Although most records can be destroyed when
their minimum retentions have been met, you may need to keep some records longer to satisfy
applicable federal and/or state audit, legal, litigation, investigation, fiscal and other retention
requirements. Be sure those requirements have been met before you dispose of those records.
Copies-This general schedule does not cover copies of records, which you may have made for
convenience, information, or duplication. You may destroy copies when you no longer need them.
To whom does this schedule apply?
Any department of the state; any state board, commission, agency, and authority; any public or
governmental body of the state; any organization, or agency supported by public funds or expending
public funds, including committees, subcommittees, advisory committees, and any quasi-govern-
mental body of the state. Whenever the term"agency" is used in this publication it refers to all of the
above.
To whom does this schedule not apply?
1. Any political subdivision of the state, including counties, municipalities, townships, school
districts, special purpose districts, and any quasi-governmental subdivisions. The State Archives
issues separate general and specific schedules for local government records.
2. Because this general financial schedule was developed with the Statewide Accounting and
Reporting System (STARS) in mind, it does not apply to:
A. The financial records of the following agencies:
• Children's Trust Fund
• Jobs Economic Development Authority
• Public Railways (a division of the Department of Commerce)
• State Ports Authority
• Public Service Authority (Santee Cooper)
• Research Authority
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• South Carolina Education Lottery Commission
• All higher education institutions and their affiliations (associations, foundations, trusts,
clubs, etc.). The Archives has a separate general schedule for these institutions.
B. The financial records from all agencies that date from before 1981 when STARS became
effective, or that date from 1981 if not processed through STARS.
Agencies with financial records that fall into categories A andB should contact the Archives for advice on how
to schedule these records.
General schedule format
Each record series listed in the general schedule is presented in the following format:
Regulation number and series title-The first line includes the regulation number, which is used for
control, and the title most commonly used by agencies.
Part A.-Description: A short statement describing the use and informational content of the record
series. In many cases, the description also specifies the agency that creates the series.
Part B-Retention: The time period indicating the minimum length of time that records should be
retained by the office before their disposition can take place. (Before applying for the disposition
of records under this general schedule, agencies must ensure that they are no longer required to
hold the records for federal or state audits, for legal purposes, for litigation, for fiscal information,
and or for any other action.)
Format for Bank Deposits
12-707. Bank Deposits
A. Description: Document the deposit of funds into agency bank accounts. Included in the
series are bank deposit forms, deposit slips or receipts. Information may also include State
Treasurer's Receipt, and letter of credit for recording federal deposits.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy
Explanation of terms used in retention statements
"Until no longer needed for reference':""-Records are to be kept until you decide they have no further
reference value.
"State Archives: Permanent':""-All records are to be transferred to the State Archives for permanent
retention.
"X'years, destroy"-Records may be destroyed after x number of years provided you have met the
terms mentioned in Section 12-700 of the regulation.
Using this schedule effectively
• Before using this general schedule you should contact your agency records officer, who should
coordinate all activities relating to the retention and disposition of agency records and function
as a liaison with the State Archives in administering the agency's records management program.
If you do not know who the records officer is, contact the State Records Analysis Unit at
803-896-6123.
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• Agency records officers should work with other agency staff to coordinate the regular disposition
of obsolete records. Disposition should be carried out periodically-at least once a year. To
streamline disposition, agency staff should review filing arrangements, cut off files periodically,
and develop procedures to segregate inactive and obsolete files.
• Generally, records should be destroyed when the minimum retention periods have been met,
unless they are needed to meet specific requirements (see Section 12-700) or are designated for
archival retention. Although you are not required to destroy records at the end of their minimum
retention periods, obsolete records should not occupy expensive office and storage space.
• The titles and descriptions of record series listed in the general schedule may not reflect exactly
the titles and descriptions you use. Ifyou are not certain whether the schedule applies to a specific
record in your office, please contact the State Records Analysis Unit at 803-896-6123.
How to use the general schedule
1. Study the general schedule and compare it with your specific schedules, if you have
any, to determine which schedule or schedules you will use. If you wish to use your specific
schedules instead of the general schedule, follow the established procedure for those specific
schedules.
2. Locate and examine all your records.
3. Match each records series with the title and description on the general schedule.
4. Follow the records disposition process outlined below. The process is illustrated by the flow chart
on page 11.
Records disposition process
Permanent (archival) records:
PaperRecords-Afteryour permanently-valuable paper records become inactive, you should transfer
them to the State Archives. Contact the State Records Center at 803-898-9936 for details and to
arrange a date for the transfer.
Micrographics-If you microfilm permanent records, contact the Micrographics Services Branch at
803-896-6208 for help and information about microfilm standards.
Digital Images-If you are maintaining permanent records as digital images, special requirements
apply. Contact the State Records Analysis Unit at 803-896-6123 for more information.
Non-permanent records:
To destroy records according to general schedules, you must complete and forward to the State
Records Analysis Unit a "Report on Records Destroyed" form. A sample form is included on page
8 and blank forms are available from the State Records Analysis Unit. Follow the step-by-step
instructions on the back of the form. Please note that both the form and the process are the same
as those you use to document records disposal under your specific schedules. To help you estimate
cubic footage for column 9 on the form, we have included a table of volumes on page 10.
Contacting the State Archives-When and whom?
When?
1. You submit a "Report on Records Destroyed" form when destroying records covered by general
and/or specific schedules.
2. You need to prepare or revise specific schedules.
3. You need help with your records management duties.
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Whom?
State Records Analysis Unit
8301 Parklane Road
Columbia, SC 29223-4905
Phone 803-896-6123; Fax 803-896-6138
We are on the inter-agency mailing list.
When?
1. You want to substitute microfilm (Form ARM-12 Microfilm Quality Certification For Records
Disposition) for the original records. (Note: You must have a records schedule to do this.)
2. You need to store security microfilm of permanently valuable records.
3. You want information about the filming, processing, quality control, and duplicating services
the State Archives provides.
Whom?
Micrographics Services Branch
8301 Parklane Road
Columbia, SC 29223-4905
Phone 803-896-6208 Fax 803-896-6138
We are on the inter-agency mailing list.
When?
1. You need to transfer permanent records to the State Archives using a general or specific schedule.
2. You need to transfer non-permanent records to the State Records Center for temporary storage
under a specific schedule.
Whom?
State Records Center Unit
1942-A Laurel Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Phone 803-898-9936 Fax 803-898-9981
We are on the inter-agency mailing list.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE FORM
REPORT ON RECORDS DESTROYED
Please read the instructions carefully before completing this form.
After completion, your agency must return this form to the State Archives, Records
Services Branch, and retain a copy for reference to document the legal disposition of your
records.
AGENCY means any state or local government entity.
This form should be used to report the destruction of records covered under a specific
and/or general record retention schedule. Generally, this form should be completed by
the agency records officer or authorized representative.
1. Enter your agency's name (Department of Health and Environmental Control) or the
name of your political subdivision (Lexington County Sheriff's Office).
2. Leave block 2 blank. This block will be completed by SC Department of Archives and
History Record Analysts upon receipt of this form by the Records Services Branch.
3. Enter any division or office identification which will clarify the records destroyed
(Retirement System, State Law Enforcement Division).
4. Enter the date your agency prepares this form.
5. The official making the report should sign here. The approving authority must be the
agency's chief administrative officer or authorized representative. In most state
agencies, this authorized representative may be the agency records officer. In local
agencies this authorized representative may be the manager, administrator, elected
department head or other designated official.
6. Enter the exact record series title. Each series title should correspond to the one cited
in the record retention schedule.
7. Enter the appropriate record series number for each record series destroyed.
8. Enter the earliest and latest dates covered by the records destroyed (2/1992-5/1993;
or 1987-1990).
9. Enter the volume (in cubic feet) of records destroyed. See 11 below.
10. Enter the date (month and year) of destruction (3/1993; 1/1987; 12/1980).
11. Enter the total volume of records destroyed. Add figures entered in column 9.
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C
A 1 vertical letter-size file drawer 1.5 cubic feet
B
I 1 vertical legal-size file drawer 2.0 cubic feetN
E
T 1 lateral legal-size file drawer 2.5 cubic feet
S
B
0
X 1 standard Records Center box 1.0 cubic footE
S
S
H 1 letter-size open shelf-36" long 2.0 cubic feetE
l
V 1 legal-size open shelf-36" long 2.5 cubic feet
E
S
C
A 10 12" rows of 3" x 5" cards 1.0 cubic foot
R
D 6 12" rows of 4" X 6" cards 1.0 cubic foot
F
I 4 12" rows of 5" x 8" cards 1.0 cubic footl
E
S 5 14" boxes of tab cards 1.0 cubic foot
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General Retention Schedule For Financial Records Generated By State Agencies
12-700. Introduction and general matters; application of schedule.
The following general records retention schedule contains minimum retention periods for the official
copy ofthe agency's records. These retentions and dispositions apply regardless ofphysical format, Le.,
paper, microfilm, electronic storage, digital imaging, etc. Convenience, informational or duplicate
copies are not governed by this regulation and may be destroyed when no longer needed for reference.
Before disposing of public records under this general schedule, agencies must ensure that records have
met all applicable federal and/or state audit, legal, litigation, fiscal and other retention requirements.
To destroy records in accordance with this regulation, state agencies must complete and submit a report
ofrecords destroyed form to the State Archives after eligible records have been destroyed. These forms
are available from the Department's Division of Archives and Records Management. State agencies
must also contact the Department of Archives and History in order to transfer permanent records to
the State Archives for archival retention. This general schedule supersedes all schedules approved
previously for the same records series. However, state agencies may opt out of this general schedule,
and request the continuing use ofexisting schedules or the establishment ofspecific retention schedules
for their records when appropriate, necessary or in order to avoid conflict with other laws and
regulations. This general schedule does not apply to higher education institutions and state agencies
whose accounting and financial records are not summarized in the Statewide Accounting and
Reporting System.
Subarticle 1- Accounting Records
12-701. Reconciliations
A. Description: Used monthly to reconcile an agency's record of internal accounting balances with
recorded accounting balance from the Comptroller General's Office and the State Treasurer's Office.
Information includes cash, expenditure and revenue account balances by mini code, subfund and/or
object code; Statewide Accounting and Reporting System data; cash, investment and debt account
balances at the State Treasurer's Office, if applicable; an explanation of exceptions or discrepancies;
and related information.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-702. Schedule of Federal Financial Assistance
A. Description: Used annually to report the federal financial activity of a state agency to the State
Auditor's Office. The State Auditor's Office uses this information to prepare the Statewide Schedule
of Expenditure of Federal Awards. Information includes title of federal program or grant, project and
phase code, grant number, starting fund balance, receipts, expenditures, other additions, other
deductions and ending balance.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-703. Sole Source Procurement File
A. Description: Used to document procurements made when there is only one source for the
required supply, service or construction item. This file contains a Justification for Sale Source
Procurement, Record of Sale Source Contracts, and Quarterly Reports on Sale Source. Information
includes type of procurement, the basis for sole source determination, the reason no other vendor is
suitable, date, name of governmental body, authorized signature and title. Also included is the
purchase order number, item description, commodity code, dollar amount, each contractor's name,
the amount and type ofeach contract, and a listing ofsupplies, services, or construction procured under
each contract. Copies of the Quarterly Reports on Sole Source are scheduled to be retained for five
years by the chief procurement officers.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-704. Trade-in Document File
A. Description: Used to document trade-in sale transactions which reflect property that is traded
in as partial or full payment for an agency purchase. This file contains Request for Trade-in Document
and Record ofTrade-in Sales. Information includes agency name, address, requestor's name, location
of property, agency contact person for viewing property, indication whether trade- in is being applied
to a sale source and new purchase. Also included is commodity code, description, purchase date, make,
model/serial number, trade-in value, net cost, new item, purchase order number and other related
information.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-705. Accounts Receivable Journal
A. Description: Used to keep track of receipts and basic revenue for all agency accounts.
Information includes: account number, batch date, invoice number, date, control number type,
payment date, invoice, debits, credits and other related data.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-706. Appropriation Transfer
A. Description: Authorization for the transfer of administrative and/or program funds between
different programs, funds, subfunds, and objects of expenditure within the agency. Information
includes agency number, agency batch number, object code, credited to, debited from, reason for
transfer, requested by, date and signature of State Budget Analyst. Accounting transactions have been
captured in the Statewide Accounting and Reporting System of the Comptroller General's Office.
Selected records generated by this system are scheduled to be retained permanently in the State
Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-707. Bank Deposits
A. Description: Document the deposit of funds into agency bank accounts. Included in the series
are bank deposit forms, deposit slips or receipts. Information may also include State Treasurer's
Receipt, and letter of credit for recording federal deposits.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-708. Budget Publications
A. Description: Reflect various phases in the development and approval ofthe state's annual budget.
Information includes the South Carolina State Budget as submitted by the State Budget and Control
Board, General Appropriations Bill(s), Analysis of Change documents, appropriation summaries,
Appropriations Act and other related information. Budget information is contained in the Annual
Appropriations Act, a copy of which is being retained permanently in the State Archives.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-709. Budget Working Papers
A. Description: Used to prepare the agency's annual budget requests and budget detail. Information
includes a copy of the agency's proposed budget, allocation schedules, Budget and Control Board
recommendation forms, general budget memoranda, back-up material and supporting documents for
Budget and Control Board agenda items and legislative committees appropriation items. Budget
information is contained in the Annual Appropriations Act, a copy of which is being retained
permanently in the State Archives.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-710. Cash Receipts File and Journal
A. Description: Cash receipts received by an agency from customers for the sale of services and
commodities. Also included is the Cash Receipts Journal. Cash receipts reflect amount of sale,
description of services or items sold, amount of money received, and sale date. The Cash Receipts
Journal reflects date, sale description, purchase authorization number, and voucher/receipt number.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-711. Chart of Accounts
A. Description: Records ofaccounts received from the Comptroller General's Office which list line
item accounts contained in the Annual Appropriations Act. Also included is the Preliminary Chart of
Accounts which lists account titles, program number, mini-code, subfund, object code and amount of
final appropriation. The record copy of this series is retained in the Comptroller General's Office, as
scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-712. Contingency Check Register
A. Description: Agencies' list of all checks that are payable for travel and vendor expenses.
Information includes payee, department number, account number, transaction code, warrant number,
warrant amount, check number and check amount.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-713. Detail Budget
A. Description: Prepared by an agency during the first phase of the budget process to reflect all
revisions necessary to balance budget allocations, as submitted to the Budget Division of the State
Budget and Control Board. Information includes program level, budget code, detail of expenditure,
fiscal year, actual total funds, operating budget, estimated total funds, appropriated general funds,
estimated federal funds, estimated earmarked funds, and estimated restricted funds. Budget informa-
tion is contained in the Annual Appropriations Act, a copy of which is being retained permanently in
the State Archives.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-714. Disbursement Journal
A. Description: A listing of disbursement vouchers prepared by the agency to authorize payment
of expenses incurred. Information includes voucher number, date, amount of disbursement, and to
whom payment was made.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-715. Disbursement Vouchers
A. Description: Official copies of vouchers prepared by an agency and sent to the Comptroller
General's Office to request payment for agency expenditures. Information includes disbursement
voucher number, date, description of transaction, amount, and total. Accounting transactions have
been captured in the Statewide Accounting and Reporting System ofthe Comptroller General's Office.
Selected records generated by this system are scheduled to be retained permanently in the State
Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-716. External Procedure Manuals
A. Description: Guidelines used by state agencies to report financial transactions. Examples include
Comptroller General's Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) Closing Procedures
Manual, Policies and Procedures ofthe State Comptroller General; Budget and Control Board's Budget
Request Manual, Detail Budget Preparation Manual, State Procurement/Information Technology
State Term Contracts Manual, and Information Technology Contract Catalogue.
B. Retention: Until updated, superseded or no longer needed for reference; destroy.
12-717. General and Subsidiary Ledgers
A. Description: One or more series of computer or non-computer generated financial ledgers
providing final year-to-date summary accounting data and a permanent audit trail for all fiscal receipt
and disbursement transactions affecting any and all agency funds and accounts, including receipts and
expenditures from all revenue sources, both public and private. Electronic records include annual
accounting code data and computer system documentation needed to access accounting information.
Since fiscal year 1981, accounting transactions have been captured in the Statewide Accounting and
Reporting System of the Comptroller General's Office. Selected records generated by this centralized
accounting and reporting system are scheduled to be retained permanently in the State Archives
through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention:
(1) Ledgers created in or before fiscal year 1980-1981: State Archives: Permanent.
(2) Ledgers created after fiscal year 1980-1981: 3 years; destroy.
12-718. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) Closing Packages
A. Description: Closing packages consist of GAAP forms submitted annually to the Comptroller
General's Office to indicate year end adjustments for GAAP reporting. Information includes annual
financial statement, the agency's name, due dates, purpose or objective, area of accounting data, any
action to be taken, description, and dollar amount. Selected portions of this series are scheduled to be
retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-719. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) Reporting System Work-
ing Papers
A. Description: Working papers consist of notes, working drafts and copies of GAAP forms used
to support all entries in an agency's closing package for GAAP reporting. Information includes date,
computations, analysis, justifications, recommended adjustments for GAAP reporting, and other
related information.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-720. Information Technology (IT) Plans and Requests Files
A. Description: Copies of IT Plans submitted by state agencies and institutions outlining their
anticipated information technology needs, and requests from state agencies and institutions concerning
information technology items not covered in the Annual IT Plan. The plans are submitted on an annual
basis and when approved provide agencies and institutions with authority to request the procurement
of information technology systems. The present plan includes executive summary, application,
technical (equipment) descriptions and training requirements, organizational, budget summary and
other related information. The requests include the technology request form and purchase requisition
for the item/items. Also included in this series are related cover letters, comments by designated parties
and approval or disapproval decisions. Selected portions of this series are scheduled to be retained
permanently in the State Archives through the State Budget and Control Board, Division of Research
and Statistical Services.
B. Retention: Until no longer needed for reference; destroy.
12-721. Insurance Policies Files
A. Description: Document agency insurance policies and related correspondence and memoranda.
Policies concern group hospital insurance, automobile liability, fire and extended coverage, and tort
liability. Contents include endorsements from the Insurance Reserve Fund, renewals, changes, copies
of policies, correspondence, information from insurance seminars and a listing of office contents and
their values.
B. Retention: Until no longer needed for reference; destroy.
12-722. Interdepartmental Transfer (IDT) Credit Invoices
A. Description: Prepared by an agency to bill another state agency for services rendered. Also used
to record transfers offunds between state government agencies. Information includes name of agency,
mailing address, city, code number, month, year, date, itemization of payments, adjustments, total,
invoice number, fiscal year, from department credit to division, warrant numbers and date, organiza-
tional number, account number, account title, fiscal year, transaction code and amount.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-723. Interdepartmental Transfer (IDT) Vouchers
A. Description: Prepared and used by an agency to request transfer of funds to another agency to
pay for services rendered. Information includes voucher number, date, payee, charged to, warrant
number and date, authorization, official title of person authorizing payment, organizational number,
fiscal year, account number, account with, transaction code, amount charged, and total amount
charged. Accounting transactions have been captured in the Statewide Accounting and Reporting
System of the Comptroller General's Office. Selected records generated by this system are scheduled
to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-724. Journal Vouchers
A. Description: Used to make any adjustments or corrections to accounting records for the agency.
Information includes month, day, year, journal entry number, account number, department, fund,
class, debit, credit, remarks, total, requested by, and authorized signature. Accounting transactions have
been captured in the Statewide Accounting and Reporting System ofthe Comptroller General's Office.
Selected records generated by this system are scheduled to be retained permanently in the State
Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-725. Mail Receipts
A. Description: Document registered and certified mail receipts received by an agency. Registered
mail receipts reflect the following information: number of articles, addressee address, receipt date,
values, surcharges, total number of pieces listed and received. Certified mail receipts indicate type of
service, whether delivery is restricted, addresses, certification number, insured number, date post-
marked and signature.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-726. Purchase Orders/Requisitions
A. Description: Official copies of purchase orders/requisitions used by state agencies to authorize
the purchase of supplies, equipment and services. Included are Purchase Orders, Purchasing Requisi-
tions, and related invoices. Accounting transactions have been captured in the Statewide Accounting
and Reporting System of the Comptroller General's Office. Selected records generated by this system
are scheduled to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's
Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-727. Receipt Books
A. Description: Record of funds received directly from patrons and applicants in payment of such
expenses as billable services for patrons, licensing fees, examination charges, and other fees for which
the agency receives payment. Information includes receipt date, receipt number, receipt of, amount of
payment, and account name and/or account number.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-728. Emergency Procurement File
A. Description: Used to document the purchase of authorized emergency procurements. This file
contains a]ustification for Emergency Procurement, a Record of Emergency Contracts, and Quarterly
Reports on Emergency Procurement. Information includes type of emergency procurement, name of
vendor, the basis for the emergency determination, date, the reason no other vendor is suitable, name
ofgovernmental body, and authorized signature. Also included are purchase order number, date, item
description, commodity code and dollar amount, each contractor's name, the amount and type of each
contract, and a listing ofsupplies, services, or construction procured under each contract. Copies of the
Quarterly Reports on Emergency Procurement are scheduled to be retained for five years by the chief
procurement officers.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-729. Small And Minority Business Reporting File
A. Description: Reports prepared quarterly by an agency and used to ensure that businesses owned
and operated by minorities are afforded the opportunity to fully participate in the overall procurement
process of the state. Information includes Budget Expenditure-Construction/Renovation Information
Forms and Procurement Information Forms.
B. Retention: 5 years after becoming inactive; destroy.
12-730. State of South Carolina Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
A. Description: Agency copies of published reports generated by the Comptroller General's Office
and used to provide a comprehensive analysis of the financial activities and fiscal status of state
government during the reporting period (fiscal year). Information contained in the report includes an
introductory section, general purpose financial statements (overview), and a section titled Combining
Financial Statements which includes information on special revenue funds, internal service funds, and
fiduciary funds. Also included in the report is a statistical section which contains information
concerning state expenditures, revenues, income and sales tax rates, demographic statistics, and net
general obligation bonds and notes per capita. The report is generated annually for the fiscal year
according to generally accepted accounting principles and distributed by the Comptroller General's
Office. Copies of this series are scheduled to be retained permanently by the State Archives through
the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-731. Statewide Accounting And Reporting System (STARS) Financial Reports
A. Description: Generated by the Comptroller General's Office to record the STARS financial
transactions of the agency. Examples of the reports include Appropriation Balances, General Fund
Control and Cash Status Report, Agency Transaction Register, Appropriation Transaction Detail,
Analysis of Expenditures by Minor Object (Program Level and Agency Wide), Summary of Expendi-
tures (By Program and By Fund) and other related reports. Information in this series may be generated
daily, weekly, monthly and annually. Portions of this record series are scheduled to be retained
permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention:
(1) Daily and weekly reports: 1 month; destroy.
(2) Monthly and annual reports: 3 years; destroy.
12-732. Surplus Property Disposal Reports
A. Description: Filed by an agency with the State Budget and Control Board, Division of General
Services Materials Management Office regarding surplus property. Information includes date ac-
quired, cost, property category, description, manufacturer's identification number, and agency
identification number.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-733. Transmittal Control Sheet
A. Description: Prepared by agency to serve as a cover sheet for batches of documents sent to the
Comptroller General's Office for processing. Information includes agency name and number, date,
batch number, batch amount, batch type, payee names, and total value.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-734. Travel Vouchers
A. Description: Vouchers prepared by an agency to claim reimbursement for employee travel
expenses. Information includes name, address, social security number, agency and amount to be
reimbursed. Accounting transactions have been captured in the Statewide Accounting and Reporting
System of the Comptroller General's Office. Selected records generated by this system are scheduled
to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-735. Vehicle Files
A. Description: Document purchase, ownership, insurance and maintenance of all vehicles of an
agency. Information includes purchase requisitions, purchase orders, vehicle specifications, bid
requests and other documents.
B. Retention: 3 years after disposition of the vehicle; destroy.
12-736. Vehicle Trip Logs
A. Description: Logs completed by agencies to monitor mileage traveled in state vehicles.
Information includes agency name, driver name, beginning and ending odometer readings. and
comments concerning problems with vehicle.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-737. Vendor Code Requests
A. Description: Forms prepared by an agency to request a vendor code from the State Budget and
Control Board. Division ofGeneral Services, when the agency wants to purchase goods or services from
a vendor not presently listed in the state purchasing system. Information includes vendor name,
address, and new number (assigned by the Division of General Services, State procurement).
B. Retention: Until superseded, updated, or no longer needed for reference; destroy.
12-738. Vendor/Commodity Code Listing Books
A. Description: Books concerning master code listings of vendors and commodities, listed in the
state purchasing system. Information includes vendor name, address, and code number. The commod-
ity book lists commodity description, unit of measurement, and code number.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-739. Warranties And Service Agreements
A. Description: Document service and maintenance costs on agency equipment. Information
includes equipment service contract, records of service performed on equipment, costs, and related
correspondence and memoranda.
B. Retention: 3 years after termination of agreement; destroy.
Subarticle 2. Payroll Records
12-740-12-743. (Reserved for future use)
12-744. Electronic Funds Transfer Authorizations
A. Description: Authorizations to deposit employee payroll earnings into employee bank accounts
through direct deposit. Information includes employee name, name of financial institution; copy of
deposit slip and other related information. Copies of Electronic Funds Transfer Authorizations are
being retained in the State Treasurer's Office, as scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-745. Employer Contribution Reports
A. Description: Created by the South Carolina Employment Security Commission and used to
verify earnings of the agency's employees. Information includes name and address of the employer,
number of persons employed during the quarter, how remittance is paid, number of places of business
in South Carolina covered by the report and signature, title, date of individual filling out the report, and
other documents concerning taxable and non-taxable wages of employees. Copies of this series are
retained in the Employment Security Commission, as scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-746. Health Dental And Optional Life Insurance Reports
A. Description: Generated by the State Budget and Control Board, Division of Insurance Services
to reconcile the monthly health, dental, and optional life insurance bills of the agency. Information
includes agency name, address, group identification number, billing period, subscriber count,
premium amount (employer/employee shares), source of funds, premium due and other related
information. Copies of this series are retained in the State Budget and Control Board, Division of
Insurance Services, as scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-747. Payroll Adjustment Forms
A. Description: Forms authorize the agency to deduct money from employees wages. Information
includes name, social security number, amount, description of deduction, payroll period beginning
date and other related information. Payroll information is summarized in the Payroll Warrant Register
which is scheduled to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's
Office.
B. Retention: 3 years after termination ofemployment or cancellation ofthe authorization; destroy.
12-748. Payroll Check Register
A. Description: Generated by the State Treasurer's Office and used to record the agency's payroll
disbursements. Information includes employee name, social security number, agency number, check
number, and other related information. Copies ofthis series are retained in the State Treasurer's Office,
as scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-749. Payroll Deductions
A. Description: Deduction records generated by the Comptroller General's office and used by a
state agency to reference types and amounts of deductions from paychecks. Information includes
agency name, employee name, type of deduction, amount and other related information. Payroll
information is summarized in the Payroll Warrant Register which is scheduled to be retained
permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-750. Payroll List By Section
A. Description: Payroll list for referencing each agency section. Information includes section,
employee name, gross pay and other related information.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-751. Payroll Register (Regular)
A. Description: Generated by the Comptroller General's Office and used by a state agency to
reference year-to-date pay and deductions from paychecks. Information includes employee name,
social security number, gross pay, tax deductions, FICA, retirement, insurance, net pay, other
deductions and related information. Payroll information is summarized in the Payroll Warrant Register
which is scheduled to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's
Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-752. Payroll Vouchers
A. Description: Used to verify the payroll and request payment to the Comptroller General for
salaries of agency employees. Information includes name of agency, agency number, pay period, mini
code, sub fund code, project code, object code, name and social security number, gross pay, perquisite,
initials, multi-purpose code, gross payroll amount, signature and title of approving authority. Payroll
information is summarized in the Payroll Warrant Register which is scheduled to be retained
permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-753. Payroll Warrant Register
A. Description: Generated by the Comptroller General's Office and used by state agencies to
document payroll disbursements. Information includes warrant number, mini code, object code,
employee name, social security number, gross pay, tax deductions, FICA, retirement, insurance, net
pay and other related information. Record copies of this series are scheduled to be retained
permanently by the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-754. Projected Payroll Biweekly Totals By Accounting System Breakdown
A. Description: Used to project biweekly totals of the payroll for the agency. Information includes
pay period dates, agency code number, mini code, sub fund, object code, and total amount of projected
payroll expenditure from the account and other related information. Payroll information is summa-
rized in the Payroll Warrant Register which is scheduled to be retained permanently in the State
Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-755. Social Security Reports (Unified Wage Reporting Plan By Unit)
A. Description: Used to record social security information on employees. Information includes
name, social security number, year-to-date taxable and nontaxable income, FICA, federal and state
income taxes. Payroll information is summarized in the Payroll Warrant Register which is scheduled
to be retained permanently in the State Archives through the Comptroller General's Office.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
12-756. Standard Retirement System Quarterly and Monthly Reports
A. Description: Received from the State Budget and Control Board, Division ofRetirement Systems
indicating employee retirement contributions. Information includes employer, employee, social
security number, active member register number, non-member number, contributions, service credit
and other related information. Copies of this series are retained in the State Budget and Control Board,
Division of Retirement Systems as scheduled.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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12-757. Workers' Compensation Insurance Files
A. Description: Used to document the payment of workers' compensation insurance premiums.
Information includes an interdepartmental transfer for payment of premiums; a form to the State
Workers' Compensation Fund reflecting the total amount due and payment due date with attached
memos; and a Workers' Compensation Insurance Quarterly Report reflecting the code, agency, source
of funds, total salaries for the quarter, amount of payment due, totals, certified correct and authorizing
signatures.
B. Retention: 3 years; destroy.
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if! have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
----------------
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Employee Phone List
4-2329
4-2377
4-0341
4-3382
4-0384
4-3152
4-1089
4-2297
4-0362
4-2305
4-1257
4-2287
4-1367
4-2375
4-2850
4-2285
4-2286
4-2283
4-2379
4-1651
4-2284
Location: http://homelinfo/phonelists/phonelist2.asp
Howard, Tammy
Jaksic, Ronald
Johnson, Brenda
Lewis, Crystal
Locklear, Risa
Lukasewski, Luke
Quick, Janet
Rhodes, Richard
Ware, Linda
Voucher Administration
Linhardt, Paul - Director 4-2316
Allen, Kathy 4-2347
Belton, Nadine 4-2328
Blakely, Eula 4-2331
Coleman, Elizabeth 4-2322
Rickenbacker, Lynda 4-2341
Urbates, Claire 4-2350
Voucher Program
Stinson, Jimmie - Director
Bowen, Carl
Bradley, Bob
Broadaway, Beverly
Gallman,Tammy
Harry, Snoann
Laws, Wes
McCarty, Bob
Melendez, Jesus
O'Neal, June
Phillips, Ron
Siegling, Carter
Family Self-Sufficiency
Watkins, Christine 4-2282
Contract Admin-Payments
Tant, Bruce - Director 4-2381
Longshore, Cheryl 4-0875
McMillian, Laurie 4-0635
Roakes, Tracey 4-3156
Sweat, Tracey 4-9480
Trail, Loraine 4-2378
4-2078
V4-2065
V4-0102
V 4-2066
y 4-2068
Rivers, Matt - Director 4-2127
Reeves, Ami V4-1672
Loan Administration
Brewer, Lisa - Director V4-2129
Elrod, Todd 11'4-2149
Miller, Sherri £1'4-2122
Loan Purchase
Burnside, Emily - Director
Dozier, Altrena
Kirby, Cathy
Storm, Cyndy
Willis, Christine
Compliance Monitoring
Mitchell, Gary - Director 4-2173
Barfield, Laura 4-1310
Bates, Lillian 4-2132
Hough-Hicks, Linda 4-1260
Ragon, Jay 4-1548
Richardson, Harry 4-1248
Contract Admin-Administration
Hutto, Richard - Director 4-2148
Choice, Mattie 4-2136
Fletcher, Donna 4-2337
Geiger, Frank 4-0336
Hersey, Michael 4-3150
MoftgageServicing
Wicker, Richard - Director V 4-1187
Brown, Yvonne V4-2123
Combs, Arlene V 4-2097
Edmonds, Bernice V4-1871
Hinton, Ophelia 4-2067
Johnson, Betty 4-2321
Kitchens, Margie V4-2418
Marvin, Jeannie V4-1879
Salane, Alison V4-2098
Shaw, Rene \I 4-3566
Smith, Rhonda V4-1593
Spann, John V4-2134
Spires, Kim 4-2131
Jasinski, Brian 4-2033
Schwartz, Dan 4-2032
Sipos, Todd 4-2026
Spear, Chris 4-2302
Procurement
Yarborough, Foster - Director 4-2016
4-0602 Wood, Debra 4-2019
Public Information
4-2368 Brooks, Alice - Director 4-2367
4-4761 Pearson, Barbara 4-2364
4-2035
4-2095
4-2086
4-2096
4-2085
4-0580
4-2094
4-2090
Internal Audit
Seymour, Debra - Auditor
Hinson, Don - Exec. Dir.
Frye, Ron
-'Jller, Willie
lilliams, Sylvia
Legal
Levy, Lewis - Gen. Counsel
Legal Temp
McAllister, Deborah
. Housing Development
Thomas, Robert - Director 4-2150
Decker, Lori 4-2165
Johnson, Leanne 4-2147
Nicholson, Laura 4-1348
Sutton, Dorothy 4-2517
Walker, Sandra 4-2244
Housing Initiatives
Williams, Valarie - Director 4-2250
I\.lston, Wes 4-4577
lark, Richard 4-2268
Ellington, Fran 4-2266
Fairley, Nancy 4-2212
Granger, Pat 4-2207
Tribble, Janis 4-2140
Willetts, Jennifer 4-2260
·financs
Moore, Rosalia - Controller
Adams, Audrey
Davis, Ron
Hodge, Rachel
McKinney, Monica
Scott, Yolanda
Walker, Kay
Human Resources
Anderson, Barbara - Director 4-2002
Preston, Renee 4-2008
Underwriting
Moore, Hank - Director
Ham, Scott
Planning/Research
Evans, Marva - Director 4-2359
Information Technology
Spears, Clif - Director 4-2027
Birgerson, John 4-2028
Cacioppo, Joe 4-3539
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire Summary
1. Usage
2. Clarity of microfilm
3. Occurrence of file unavailable
4. Is filing system clear &easy use
Comments:
Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 1 2 7 6*
Very good Fair Poor Illegible
a 9 2 1
Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 3 7
Yes No
6 6
Would prefer on-line use, would be easier access & easier to read.
Reading microfilm makes me feel carsick.
Current system looses track of file between final doc approval & completion.
The file could be in one of five places including off site being filmed.
Tracking down a file can be very timely & frustrating.
Book containing reel numbers is not set up in a user friendly way.
I always ask for assistance.
I find microfilm very confusing & timely to use.
I believe there are much more efficient alternatives.
State records & retention requires microfilm for storage.
It is my understanding that microfilm is the only approved record retention
method for long-term storage, other than keeping the paper.
* These surveys did not answer questions 2-4
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire Summary
1. Usage
2. Clarity of microfilm
3. Occurrence of file unavailable
4. Is filing system clear & easy use
Comments:
Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 1 2 7 6*
Very good Fair Poor Illegible
0 9 2 1
Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Yearly Never
2 3 7
Yes No
6 6
Would prefer on-line use, would be easier access & easier to read.
Reading microfilm makes me feel carsick.
Current system looses track of file between final doc approval & completion.
The file could be in one of five places including off site being filmed.
Tracking down a file can be very timely & frustrating.
Book containing reel numbers is not set up in a user friendly way.
I always ask for assistance.
I find microfilm very confusing & timely to use.
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
----------------
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
([)Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
@Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
(DOnee a year
F. Never
Why?So r't- d { _
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the compl7fd questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name ~111cb.( ~tcJi'lM
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week© Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very cleardD Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
@ Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
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5. wha~~~:~~:tl~u~mrllY looking for when you go to the icr~
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
YourName~£.~
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
C!D Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
<!:)Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
(]) Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:Q~¥~Q_
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Homeownership Loan File Retention Questionnaire
June, 2002
Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
~nceamonthD. nce a quarter. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
CDair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
~ Once a yearC-.:J Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
~. ~K ~,\ ~, ' ~ 1~115~:~~~~.
you go to the microfilm files?
.. .. -
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alt ative permanent loan file record retention process.
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if! have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
~Dnce a quarter
~. Once a year
'F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
yFair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. .once a year
.yNever
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
Q.On(£ayear~
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity ofthe microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
Cc. Po~
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year . ()", 'l':L- XcE: Neveu D.t.u- 10 It-Ol.O t,t.()(L~ l-(J f'l...Q . fLz..-..
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
~Why?
U{tk~d ~ t Ve~ C//2Ljl(A/n.:Ctl5 QM.. cl y-<mg L:J
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
fl., 'id~s ~f ~ 'f:. ~:~ ±/ ;'- f:,'- "L et~t
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:c;:1b ,J~.a..N---...
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter( RJ Once a year
Y Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
~. Very clearB. Fair. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
R Once a quarter
W Once a year
F. Never
4. ISCV.. ling system clear and easy to follow?E. Yes. No Why?
What are you usually looking for when you go t
~
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name: C14'~~~ LU~
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
aD Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear® Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter® Onceayear
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
@Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Apt~,..O~
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:~1~)'
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
(1[.; Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity ofthe microfilm records?
A. Very clear I
C[:', Fair (OC,C!l '5>iO.,<,-/1 '1 tIp) ov" Wetle \ cA {Jepe Iy/
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year(10 Never Se(~ ~y veJ pc "''S..e' -tv ~ S
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
@Yes
F. No Why?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Your Name:
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Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. On a uarter
Once a year
ever
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. v~ard·F~
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year6 Never""':::>
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?Q. YeS":)
F. No Why?
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Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the co
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
c. Once a month
~ Once a quarter
&:/ Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Veryclear
@Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
@Never
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
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Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
,B':' Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
KFair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
YNever
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
Z--Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
~~
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed que tionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
~ever
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questi9ryire to Emily Burnside
Your Name: ~,~:l~A-"""'__
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
C~:~./Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
~Onceayear
~Never
2. How would you rate the clarity ofthe microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
~ On~yearcPO Ne~g.)
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside _ .I:
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a yearC Never=:>
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
YOillName1~
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
----------------
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Please take a minute to complete the following questionnaire. I would appreciate your signing
the form so I may follow up if I have additional questions.
1. How often do you use the current microfilm loan files?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
2. How would you rate the clarity of the microfilm records?
A. Very clear
B. Fair
C. Poor
D. Illegible
3. How often have you needed a file and it was unavailable because file had been sent out
for microfilming and microfilm had not been received back from vendor?
A. Daily
B. Once a week
C. Once a month
D. Once a quarter
E. Once a year
F. Never
4. Is the filing system clear and easy to follow?
E. Yes
F. No Why?
5. What are you usually looking for when you go to the microfilm files?
Additional Comments:
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Information gathered will be
used in developing an alternative permanent loan file record retention process.
Return the completed questionnaire to Emily Burnside
Your Name:
----------------
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL
CERTIFIED PUBLIC MANAGER PROGRAM
NAME Emily T. Burnside CLASS CPM - 2003 DATE 05-30-2002
ORGANIZATION South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority
PROPOSED TITLE OF YOUR PROJECT Improving the Homeownership Loan Record
Retention Proces~
What is the problem you wish to investigate? _
Currently the complete loan origination files are maintained on microfilm. The quality of the
record is very poor and the microfilm machine is old and out dated. Replacement parts will be
unavailable in the future and these file are required to retain for the life of the loan plus 3 years
(max 33 years). I will be investigating alternative methods of maintaining the completed loan
origination files.
Why is this a problem? _
Existing machine is obsolete, record quality is very poor and records are unavailable for long
periods of time when they are sent out for microfilming.
What sub-problems or roadblocks do you need to address?
1. Cost
2. Input from all departments
3. Contract with current vendor
4. Record retention requirements
5. Retrievable requirements
6. _
Statement of the problem in an affirmative sentence _
To evaluate the Homeownership mortgage loan file retention process in order to identify a cost-
effective way to improve the quality of the permanent record and to decrease the amount of time
from loan funding to permanent file availability and increase user accessibility.
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What information is necessary to address each sub-problem or roadblock and how will this
information be available?
Data Needed
1. Document current process
2. Current cost
3. Alternative loan storage process
4. _
5. _
6. _
Data Availability
1. Flow of file through process to microfilming
2. Finance records & employee interviews
3. Vendors, State Archives, State MMO
4. _
5. _
6. _
PLEASE USE THIS SPACE TO ELABORATE ON ANY OF THE PRECEDING
INFORMATION.
The Homeownership Division consists of three departments: loan purchase, loan administration,
and loan servicing. Original mortgage loan files are currently retained in the loan purchase
department until final recorded documents are received from the originating lender. The files are
then split into original documents to be retained for the life of the loan and all others loan
documents to be sent for microfilming. These split files are forwarded to the loan administration
department where all loan documents are maintained in file cabinets for seven months from date
of purchase, then the files to be microfilmed are sent out to a vendor for microfilming. The files
to be microfilmed are sent in batches several times a year. Our current vendor is encouraging the
Homeownership Division to upgrade our record retention process. Last year over 189,953
frames (pages) were filmed. The microfilm files are difficult to read and outdated. An updated,
cost-effective method of file data retention is greatly needed.
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